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and world history directly relating 
to the Jewish people.

I became engrossed in the book 
not in my capacity as a researcher, 
but rather with a great deal of 
empathy and curiosity about the 
life of Jews in Bulgaria; curiosity 
about the facts of a history though 
long gone, but strongly influencing 
our contemporary life; curiosity 
about the postulates underlying 
and still building the life of a rather 
united and emotionally cohesive 
community.

The style is lucid and absorbing. 
The narrative is expressive being 
at the same time emotionally 
charged: the life history of Jews 
in Bulgaria. The feeling is that of 
getting familiarised with a living 
organism, which seems to breathe 
and continue to change and 
develop. Regardless of abounding 
in historical facts and historical 
events, the narrative fascinates 
the reader with its filigree. It is 
the detached point of view from 
the outside of the processes in 
the history of the Bulgarian Jews 
that is an intriguing aspect of 
the book. Not only events and 

The book Bulgarian Jews: 
Living History by Clive Leviev-
Sawyer and Imanuel Marcus 
was published in spring 2018 by 
Shalom Organization of the Jews 
in Bulgaria in cooperation with 
Globe Media Ltd, Sofia

What is important in this book, a 
chronicle subjected to rethinking 
and multifaceted presentation, are 
the historical and culturological 
aspects of the life of Jews in 
Bulgaria. A significant quality of 
the text is in that it provides a 
broad outline of key moments of 
the shaping and development of a 
Jewish community in Bulgaria. The 
authors comment on and analyse 
a number of examples of Bulgarian 

Bulgarian Jews: Living History
Radostina Neykova

SCREEN ARTS
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in isolated or sporadic examples. 
It is, of course, impossible to 
suppose that such a voluminous 
context could be represented in 
its entirety in a book of 216 pages. 
That is why the selected key and 
significant moments of history are 
so important regardless of minor 
problems that will be hopefully 
solved in the edition in Bulgarian 
language.

The narrative goes further to 
comment on Jewish life as a ‘key 
indicator’[1] of the presence and 
influence of Judaism on Bulgaria’s 
life in the eleventh century; 
represent migration to what is 
now Bulgaria in the Byzantine 
period and many Jews from other 
parts of Europe finding refuge in 
the Bulgarian lands; accentuate 
the reign of Tsar Ivan Alexander 

phenomena are traced in the first 
person, but also their responses 
and perception across the world.

The book contains eleven 
chapters beginning with a 
commentary of the menorah, a 
fragment of the mosaics at the 
Synagogue in Plovdiv, dated to the 
third century and citing the decree 
issued in 379 by Roman Emperor 
Theodosius I to the governors of 
the Roman provinces of Thrace 
and Illyria ordering persecution 
of Jews and demolishment of 
synagogues. The account goes 
well into the present day, showing 
the Bulgarian Jewish community’s 
expectations of the future as 
seen by the thousands of Jewish 
kids and youths with their living 
energy, knowledge of history, 
preservation of traditions and 
world view.

The history of the community is 
represented with an dispassionate 
attitude toward the details in 
an attempt to render a precise 
interpretation of the facts and 
events, eschewing emotional 
touching upon or hyperbolising of 
various documentary moments. 
Fact-based grounds have been 
searched to clarify various historical 
moments key to the Jewish 
community in Bulgaria. Events 
are treated and analysed in their 
entirety and context, rather than 
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annotation. What matters is 
that the authors have treated 
them observing the factual 
documentarism, attaining the goal 
to pique the interest of various 
readerships’ who’d afterwards look 
for new information. A number 
of historical and culturological 
examples have been found that 
are marking trends in the life 
of the Jews in Bulgaria. Reading 
the book, one subconsciously 
compares different historical 
events with one’s own life these 
days. Interesting are the accounts 
about the migration of Jews 
from various spots across the 
world to Bulgaria and about the 
findings evidencing particular 
people with their names, rather 

and Theodora-Sarah and details 
of the migration and the life of 
Sephardic Jews in the Ottoman 
Empire; show the resistance put 
up by Bulgarians against the 
deportation of Bulgarian Jews 
to the death camps during the 
Holocaust all the way to the turning 
point of October/November 1989. 
The events occasioned by the 
centenary of Sofia Synagogue 
in 2009 along with the spiritual, 
social, educational and charitable 
lines in the present development 
of the Jewish community, are also 
considered.

 It is impossible to broach all 
the significant historical moments 
under consideration in the book 
for it is unthinkable in a short 
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Astrukov, Emil Shekerdjiiski, 
Israel Meier, etc., rabbis Yosef 
Caro, David Papino, Gabriel 
Mercado Almosnino, Marcus 
(Mordechai) Ehrenpreis, etc., or 
such significant art-world figures 
as poet Valeri Petrov, composer 
and pianist Milcho Leviev, writer/
director Angel Wagenstein, 
virtuoso Pancho Vladigerov, 
writer Elias Canetti, painter Jules 
Pascin among many others. It is 
impossible to mention the names 
of all the key persons of Jewish 
extraction the book refers to, 
who have contributed, historically 
and culturally, to Bulgaria’s 
achievements. Still, I think that 
the book pays due attention and 
respect to a significant number 
of these exceptional figures. It is 
impossible to mention all of them, 
but after all that’s what catalogues 
and reference books exist for.

 The bibliography provides 35 
titles in various languages. The 
rich visual and archival material 
is in itself a ‘living’ photographic 
treasure trove that has captured 
the life of Jews in Bulgaria 
(including a number of wonderful 
photographs by Solomon Frances, 
pictures in the individual chapters 
made by Nedelin Neshev, Imanuel 
Marcus, Alex Ringer, etc.

Bulgarian Jews: Living History 
ignited a lot of discussions and 

than the statistics on multitudes 
of nameless migrants and 
refugees, this being recorded 
in the period between the ninth 
and the fifteenth centuries. 
Now with the entire world being 
shaken by yet another migration 
of peoples and ethnic groups, 
when it is apparently easier to 
retrieve historical data, the time 
has come to ask ourselves as to 
whether culturologists conducting 
research on historical processes 
are doing this adequately.

In Bulgarian Jews: Living History 
the authors broach the stories 
of interesting persons who were 
born or lived in Bulgaria such as 
the talmudist and poet of the ninth 
century Tobia ben-Eliezer (who 
was born in what is now the Greek 
city of Kastoria, falling at the time 
within the Bulgarian lands); Leon 
Judah ben Moses Mosconi, writer 
of works on metaphysics and 
Hebrew grammar of the fourteenth 
century; Rabbi Yosef Caro, a 
key figure under the Ottomans, 
author of the books Beit Yosef and 
Shulchan Aruch; Plovdiv-based 
Jews who also joined the struggle 
against the Ottoman domination 
Eliezer Kalev and Moshon Garti. 
Interesting is the history of the 
Aries and the Bakish brothers; the 
stories of members of Bulgaria’s 
revolutionary movement Iosif 
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Marcus, Imanuel: Bulgarian Jews: 
Living History, Organization of 
the Jews in Bulgaria Shalom, Sofia 
Globe Media Ltd, 2018, p. 15.

comments as early as its release, 
showing that nobody remained 
indifferent towards its content. In 
conclusion, let me quote the words 
of Ronald S. Lauder, President 
of World Jewish Congress: ‘It is 
against historical backdrop that this 
book should be read. It sheds an 
important light on Jewish community 
that has always distinguished itself 
as an integral and proud part of the 
Jewish people’.[2]

[1] Leviev – Sawyer, Clive and 
Marcus, Imanuel: Bulgarian Jews: 
Living History, Organization of 
the Jews in Bulgaria Shalom, Sofia 
Globe Media Ltd, 2018, p. 27.

[2] Leviev – Sawyer, Clive and 
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conference. Coordinators for the 
Bulgarian part: Assoc. Prof. Daniel 
Vachkov, Director of the Institute 
for Historical Studies; Assoc. Prof. 
Vladimir Zlatarski; Asst. Prof. 
Inna Manasieva; Asst. Prof. Aleka 
Strezova.

The conference conformed with 
the established format of such 
scientific events, that of bilateral 
relations and parallels. The 
following factors were taken into 
consideration:

* Interest of institutions and 
persons in both countries;

* Close positions of Bulgarian 
and Ukraine in Europe;

* Similarities in their historical 
development;

* Related elements in their 
languages, cultures, ethnic 
composition, etc.

The participants––renowned 
Bulgarian and Ukrainian historians 
and researchers––were numerous 
and ‘symmetrically’ represented; 
more than twenty authors from 
each country. The papers were 

An international conference 
on Bulgaria, Ukraine in European 
History was held on 18–19 June 
2018 in Sofia, on the occasion of the 
centenary since the establishing 
of diplomatic relations between 
the two countries.

The main organiser was the 
Institute for Historical Studies, BAS 
in collaboration with the Ukraine’s 
embassy in Sofia, the Ukrainian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
the Directorate General for 
International Organizations.

Research conducted by the 
Institute for Historical Studies, 
BAS and the Institute of History 
of Ukraine underpinned 
the scientific concept of the 

BULGARIA, UKRAINE IN EUROPEAN 
HISTORY
Stela Tasheva, Sasha Lozanova

ARCHITECTURE
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Interdisciplinary methods and 
interpretations of important 
historical events were presented 
in Petia Dimitrova’s paper ‘Ukraine 
and World War Two: From the 
‘vast country’ to the bloodlands’. 
Our paper: ‘Bulgaria and Ukraine: 
Architectural parallels of the 
interwar years’ dealt with the 
common occurrences and 
processes in the architecture of 
Eastern Europe.

thematically divided into three 
panels: the Middle Ages; 1917–
1921; the twentieth and twenty-
first cc.

There were three main lines of 
expositions:

* Ethnic Bulgarians in Ukraine: 
events, figures and community;

* Ethnic Ukrainians in Bulgaria: 
migration and way of life;

* Formal relations and contacts 
between the counties.

A wide range of problems were 
broached: from the international 
relations and diplomacy to 
ideology, politics, historiography, 
archival studies, social studies 
(ethnology) of minorities; 
personalia –contribution by 
certain figures, etc.

Relatively few were the papers 
providing material about the 
European context and the role 
of both countries in the general 
history of the Continent: Viktor 
Rogozenski’s ‘Heroes of the 
state independencies of the 
Slavic peoples in 1918 Central 
Europe’; Simona Samuilova’s 
‘The US democracy promotion 
programmes for Eastern Europe 
after the end of the Cold War: The 
cases of Bulgaria and Ukraine’; 
Viktor Boiko’s ‘European trends 
in reforming the local self-
government authorities: Ukrainian 
and Bulgarian responses’.
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Gosprom/Derzhprom or, Kharkov, House of State Industry 1926–1928

The conference program is available here: http://www.ihist.bas.bg/archiv_doc_
info/Programa_Konferentsiya_BG-UKR_18-19062018.pdf

http://www.ihist.bas.bg/archiv_doc_info/Programa_Konferentsiya_BG-UKR_18-19062018.pdf
http://www.ihist.bas.bg/archiv_doc_info/Programa_Konferentsiya_BG-UKR_18-19062018.pdf
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forms, underpinned (according to 
the announced concept) by the idea 
of conceiving music out of ‘silence’ 
in an empty acoustic space.

Goethe-Institut, Sofia has always 
created a hospitable environment 
for initiatives presenting 
contemporary works (I recall the 
series of Forum Neue Musik concerts 
of the 1990s staged in collaboration 
with the then active Society of 
New Music in Bulgaria). Last year, 
the Goethe-Institut launched a 
new programme of contemporary 
music, which opened with a live 
concert by Angela Tosheva and 
Michail Goleminov (21 April 2017) 
and including pieces by Ludwig van 
Beethoven, György Ligeti, Pascal 
Dusapin, Karlheinz Stockhausen 
and Luigi Nono.

Highways of Silence is an 
unusual, multicomponent form 
of presenting musical works, 
united by an innovative approach 

Yet another challenge by the 
performers famous for promoting 
contemporary music piqued the 
interest of a numerous audience, 
this time at Goethe-Institut, Sofia. 
Highways of Silence multimedia 
marathon performance, given 
on 14 June 2018 opened a series 
of concerts united within the 
Piano Plus project, supposed 
to demonstrate the artistic and 
communicative capacities of the 
piano involving the instrument in 
different situations and interactive 

HIGHWAYS OF SILENCE
Diana Danova-Damianova

An audiovisual/multimedia marathon performance; curator: Michail 
Goleminov; performers: Angela Tosheva (piano); Michail Goleminov (piano, 
generative live electronics and visuals), Biliana Voutchkova (violin, vocals); 
Goethe-Institut, Sofia, 14 June 2018

MUSIC
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then and there, though shown 
earlier by BNT 1 on the occasion 
of the centenary since Debussy’s 
death: due to the presences of the 
audience, the experience assumed 
quite a different dimension for 
the concentrated and focused 
attention in a hall, suitable for the 
purpose and using state-of-the-
art equipment, is incomparable 
with listening and watching it 
fragmentally on the TV at home.

The respect in which Angela 
Tosheva amd Michail Goleminov 
hold André Boucourechliev’s (1925–
1997) oeuvre and work showed 
in this project too. The pianist 
offered a masterly and intriguing 
rendition ‘here and now’ (adapted 

to the sound. The marathon 
performance of almost four hours 
included miscellaneous musical 
components of various genres, 
grouped in three parts.

The screening of the first ever 
art film of piano music made in 
this country, Thirteen Préludes 
by Claude Debussy (dir. Monica 
Yakimova)[1] presented a selection 
of 13 of the total of 24 préludes 
by the French impressionist in the 
ingenious interpretation of Angela 
Tosheva, combined with fine visual 
elements. Though made in Bulgaria 
Hall in 2012, on the occasion of the 
composer’s 150th anniversary, the 
pianist believes that the picture 
has had its real Bulgarian premiere 
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sensory perception multimedia 
performance of Gaspard de la nuit 
(1908), a brilliant suite of piano 
pieces by Maurice Ravel. Each 
part––Ondine, Le Gibet and Scarbo 
of Aloysius Bertrand’s prose poem, 
Gaspsrd de la nuit, on which Ravel’s 
suite is based––was projected and 
along with the visuals and the 
generative live electronics led the 
imagination to directions preset by 
the original musical text and built 
on through the skilfully used live 
electronics and multimedia.

Paying homage to the pioneering 
composer of musique concrete, 
we enjoyed yet another Michail 
Goleminov’s work, Die Suche nach 
den Wurzeln/Pierre Henry Denkmal. 

to the specifics of the instrument 
at Bulgaria Hall) of the complicated 
graphic score of the 6 Études 
d’Après Pinarese Piano. This open-
form composition, offering a full 
scope to imagination and evoking a 
variety of associations, composed 
by André Boucourechliev in 1975, 
was inspired by the etchings 
of Venetian artist Giovanni 
Battista Piranesi (1720–1778). 
Piranesi’s prints screened during 
the performance contributed 
to a thorough understanding of 
the Carceri d’Invenzione by the 
Bulgarian-born composer.

Michail Goleminov made a 
strongly impactive and even going 
at times beyond the limitations of 
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live electronics and visuals), an 
exceptionally impactive intuitive 
composition combining flawless 
mastering of acoustic instruments 
with multimedia, generative 
live electronics, vocals, dancing 
shadows, achieved also through 
plasticity of the body and telling 
facial expressions. Expression 
comes into being by becoming one 
with the instrument, particularly 
easily on the face of it, beyond 
virtuosity. Extracting the maximum 

This 12-minute composition is 
an audiovisual photo collage of 
Pierre Henry’s pieces (1927 – 
2017) with visuals and generative 
electroacoustic accompaniment 
in real time by software created 
exclusively for the event.

The finale of this large-scale 
event was the premiere of the 
improvisational Highways of 
Silence performance by Biliana 
Voutchkova (violin, vocals) and 
Michail Goleminov (generative 
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erudite, brilliant instrumentalists, 
opened to experiments and 
various challenges, lived up to 
the expectations. The unusual, 
expanded form of a musical 
marathon, long, but not 
tedious with its complementary 
components, and highly impactive 
translated into a spontaneous and 
free communication at various 
levels.

[1] Thirteen Préludes by Claude 
Debussy received the top prize 
at Nicolai Ghiaurov Musical Film 
Festival, Velingrad 2014.

of the violin in terms of timbres 
and techniques (various strokes, 
technical devices) was subjected to 
the concept of this co-work of 40 
minutes: a specific attitude towards 
sound realised as a spontaneous 
communication between the two 
brilliant improvisers, based on a 
fixed compositional structure.

Angela Tosheva, Biliana 
Voutchkova and Michail 
Goleminov succeeded once 
again in posing a challenge with 
their inventive ideas; in staging a 
special, unconventional concert/
performance intended not just 
for connoisseurs of contemporary 
music, but also for wider audiences. 
Brought together, the artistic 
and creative vibes of the three 
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eye goes all by itself right to what he 
has sought to show. The visitor feels 
like a silent witness of the life in the 
small coastal towns of Nessebar and 
Sozopol. There is nothing manipulated 
or artificial in the pictures. People are 
captured in their natural daily routines 
and the photographer seems to be a 
silent witness conveying his feeling 
to us. Susan Sontag’ words: ‘for while 
paintings or poems do not get better, more 
attractive simply because they are older, 
all photographs are interesting as well as 
touching if they are old enough’[ii] refer 
to this type of photography. Now, with 
the coast changed irreversibly, these 
photos take us to the fairytale of empty 
beaches, dusty empty streets running 
between old houses, wooden boats, 
old fishermen, hanging washing and 
the sea and the isles are seen through 
… A long gone, a long lost world. A 
special quiet comes after the first 
nostalgic feeling, a quiet perceivable 
in each of these documentary photos. 
The sea, the people, the fishing… the 
photos exude a certain calm and 
naturalness also lost long ago. He 
was lucky to be highly appreciated 
in his lifetime: being conferred the 
title of an art photographer in 1951 

An exhibition of photographs, An 
Account of Nessebar, by architect Nikolay 
Popov (1914–1973) opened on 4 June 
2018, ay Synthesis Gallery. Taken in 
1957–1965, the black & white pictures 
take us back to the long gone days of the 
mid-twentieth century. On display are 
seventy photos, copied by the author 
himself, using the classical gelatin 
silver print technique, courtesy of his 
son, Boyan Popov. In his article on the 
show, Georgi Lozanov calls the author 
‘a classic of Bulgarian photography’[i]. 
And indeed, though an architect or 
may be for this very reason, Nikolay 
Popov’s flair for composition, details 
and important objects is incredible. 
There is nothing superfluous in his 
pictures, everything in them is very 
precise and well cropped. The viewer’s 

NOSTALGIA FOR THE SEA
Iosif Astrukov

SCREEN ARTS
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at 55 Vasil Levski Blvd., Sofia.
[i] https://photosynthesis.bg/

statia/razkaz_za_Nesebur_izlojba_
fotografii_na_arh_Nikolai_Popov.html 
[8.06.2018].

[ii] Susan Sontag, On Photography, 
h t t p s : / / a r c h i v e . o r g / s t r e a m /
PHOTSusanSontagOnPhotography/
PHOT%20Susan%20Sontag%20
On%20Photography_djvu.txt

and in 1961 he received Excellence 
FIAP (Fédération Internationale de 
l’Art Photographique). I’d define his 
photographs as a specific blend of a 
documentary survey and sea poetry 
compelling you to watch them for 
hours on end: that meditative feeling 
at dusk, when watching the sea 
horizon and the sun going down. 
Unfortunately, we are now more often 
than not experiencing these emotions 
on foreign that have retained that 
fascination rather than on Bulgarian 
beaches. One can immerse oneself 
in this time travel of a kind within A 
Months of Photography event, running 
until 19 June 2018 at Synthesis Gallery, 
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Philharmonic Orchestra under the 
baton of Mark Kadin and the terrific 
soloists Mintcho Mintchev, Liliana 
Kehayova, and the rarely performed 
(due also to its massive performer 
requirements) Symphony No. 8 by 
Gustav Mahler was the stately close. 

[2] Bringing together orchestras 
и choruses of Sofia Philharmonic 
Orchestra and the Bulgarian National 
Radio with eight soloists from Austria, 
the concert given on 27 June in Hall 
1 of the National Palace of Culture 
was the official end of the Bulgarian 
Presidency of the Council of the EU. 
Sofia audiences witnessed for the 
second time the formidable Symphony 
of a Thousand in the impressive 
directorial rendition of Emil Tabakov. 
There was also another memorable 
close of the Festival, a concert in the 
parallel programme, a Bulgarian 
premiere of Symphony No. 13 by 
Dmitri Schostakovich in the original 
version for soloist, male chorus and 
two grand pianos.

In conformity with the principles 
underlying the very foundation of 

Despite the strong competition 
offered by other musical events 
staged simultaneously in Sofia, the 
49th edition of Sofia Music Weeks 
International Festival held on an 
annual basis ever since 1970 [1] offered 
intriguing meetings with performers, 
authors and works. Though spread 
over several months (from 2 March to 
6 July), most of the Festival concerts 
took place as usually late in May 
and all throughout June. The festival 
openedA with a Slavonic programme 
and the Bulgarian emblematic song 
dedicated to the Day of Bulgarian 
Culture, Education and Letters, 24 
May, with the participation of Sofia 

Sofia Music Weeks on the eve of 
its Jubilee 
Diana Danova-Damianova
General impressions of the Festival after the final chord

МУЗИКА ФЕСТИВАЛИ
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collaboration with Alexander 
Vassilenko (piano) enjoyed once 
again on 30 May, in Bulgaria Chamber 
Hall the audience’s enchantment, 
outlining and expanding the sound 
spaces of contemporary music 
through presenting new works 
in a phenomenal interpretation. 
These are spaces where they have 
sought and successfully found for 
decades now their true performative 
realisation in significant works and 
premieres, many of which dedicated 
to them with affection by famous 
composers. The well structured 
substantial programme combined 
various style movements, including a 

the Festival and adhered to over the 
years of its existence, anniversaries of 
composers, choruses and orchestras 
were marked and floor was given 
to favoured by Bulgarian audiences 
world-famous instrumentalists 
(Mintcho Mintchev, Jenny Zaharieva, 
Atanas Kourtev, Mila Georgieva, etc.), 
but also to young hopefuls, achieving 
a rich genre diversity and among the 
concerts given by symphonic and 
chamber orchestras and choruses, 
rarely performed works were 
highlighted, including premieres and 
a block of contemporary music works. 

Georgita Boyadzhieva (cello) and 
Rossen Idealov (clarinet) in a wonderful 
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a selection of repertoire works, the 
preserve of the quartet (Negina 
Stoianova, violin; Petia Dimitrova, 
violin; Maria Valchonova, viola; 
Atanas Krastev, cello). Expectedly, 
being a wonderfully welded together 
ensemble, their performance was 
marked by their inherent high 
professionalism, mastery and flair 
for style. With a lot of charge and 
positive energy, which they conveyed 
to the audience, they played the String 
Quartet No. 7 by Vasil Kazandjiev, 
dedicated to them last year; Three 
Pieces and Tango by Igor Stravinsky, 
‘... van’ by Dragomir Yosifov; String 
Quartet No. 1 by Ligeti.

world/Bulgarian premiere of a piece 
in homage to a renowned Bulgarian 
performer, Trio for clarinet, cello & 
piano (1973) by Nino Rota (Bulgarian 
premiere); Sonata for cello & piano 
(2017) by Vasil Kazandjiev (dedicated 
to Georgita Boyadzhieva, world 
premiere); ‘…sed tibi gloria in vitam 
aeternam…’ (Hommage a G. BADEV/F) 
for clarinet, cello & piano (2017) by 
Yordan Dafov, Domains by Pierre 
Boulez (version for solo clarinet) and 
Trio in D Minor for Clarinet, Cello & 
Piano by Alexander Zemlinsky. 

The concert given on 12 June in 
Bulgaria Chamber Hall presented 
The Choice of String Quartet Frosch, 
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and timbres, giving together with the 
brilliant Krasimir Shterev (bandoneon); 
Georgi Vasilev (guitar); Atanas Krastev 
(violoncello) a very strong concert, 
which was a cross point of various 
styles and periods: Introduction and 
Fandango by Boccherini, Concerto for 
Bandoneon, Guitar and String Orchestra 
by Astor Piazzolla, String Quartet No. 
1 in G minor, Op 27 (version for a 
string orchestra arranged by Plamen 
Djouroff) by Grieg (on the occasion 
of the composer’s 175th anniversary) 
and Dobrinka Tabakova’s Concerto for 
Cello & Strings. 

The rich parallel programme 
included exhibitions; talks with 

Crossing Points of Sofia Soloists 
Chamber Orchestra under the baton 
of Plamen Djouroff (16 June, Bulgaria 
Hall) was preceded by a moving 
meeting with the based in the UK 
and enjoying international popularity 
composer Dobrinka Tabakova on the 
occasion of the Bulgarian premiere of 
her Concerto for Cello & Strings (2008), 
which had its world premiere a decade 
ago at the Cello Biënnale Amsterdam 
performed by Kristina Blauman with 
Amsterdam Sinfonietta. 

The Soloists, as has always been 
the case, fascinated the audience 
with their masterly performance and 
the interesting combination of works 
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various institutions, for which they 
deserve admiration, in making Sofia 
a meeting point for the East and the 
West, the North and the South, for 
performers, authors and works, for 
various styles and periods, opening 
new sound spaces...

[1] The Festival is a member of the 
European Festivals Association and is 
included in Sofia Municipality’s Major 
Cultural Events Calendar 2018. The event 
is mounted by Sofia Music Weeks 
Foundation. Co-organizers of the 
Weeks are Sofia Municipality, Ministry 
of Culture, National Palace of Culture, 
Sofia Philharmonic Orchestra..

[2] The Symphony has been per-
formed twice earlier: in 1984 under 
the baton of Konstantin Iliev and in 
1991, conducted by Emil Tabakov.

composers; presentations of CD 
albums and books: Alexander Tanev: 
Spirit and Word exhibition; Rositsa 
Becheva’s book In the World of 
Simo Lazarov’s Electronic Music and 
Bozhana Dimitrova’s Ivelin Dimitrov 
and Polyphony. Songs at the Altar of 
Time, etc.

The festival events or at least those 
of them, which I attended, were 
held at a good performative level 
picking the audiences’ interest. The 
flexibility, experience, good taste and 
managerial skills of the organizers in 
the person of Prof. Plamen Djouroff, 
Director of Sofia Music Weeks and 
of Assoc. Prof. Momchil Georgiev, 
Programme Manager, succeeded, 
despite the limited budget of the 
Festival, thanks to sponsors and in 
a number of collaborations with 
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Marius Petipa’s notes suppose 
one hundred performers in the 
scene of the procession alone. 
Vesa Tonova, whose staging in 
her own words ‘is based on the 
Mariinsky Theatre’s production in 
St Petersburg’[1], has succeeded 
in adapting the production to the 
potential of the Burgas-based 
ballet company and translating 
the work’s expressiveness almost 
in its entirety regardless of some 
shortened or omitted dances and 
the smaller troupe.

The entire Act I is staged with a 
lot of dynamism and precision. A 
good synchrony has been reached 
in the performance of female 
dances. The efforts Vesa Tonova 
has invested in building her 
choreography, characters and the 
synchrony in the corps de ballet 
did tell.

Quite expectedly, Vesa Tonova 
herself plays the tender and lyrical 
Nikiya: a soulful and smitten 
with Solor female protagonist. 
Her light touch and charm in the 
dance add to the tender character 
and immaculateness of the 
besotted girl. I’d mention here 

La Bayadère, a masterpiece by 
Marius Petipa in the rendition of 
Vesa Tonova, Sofia Opera House’s 
prima ballerina, was brought to 
life onstage in Burgas.

Marius Petipa was the first 
to choreograph the ballet La 
Bayadère to a score by Ludwig 
Minkus (librettists: Sergei 
Khudekov, Marius Petipa), which 
had its premiere in St Petersburg, 
in 1877. The story, which is given 
an ancient Indian flavour, is based 
on the dramatic experience of a 
bayadère, a temple dancer Nikiya 
smitten with the noble warrior 
Solor. The production of this ballet 
is a tricky task, involving many 
sumptuous and pricey costumes 
and a large ballet company. 

La Bayadère: A Fascinating Experience
Rosen Metodiev

MUSIC
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and his apparent choice to be 
typecast in such roles.

One of the emblematic and 
widely popular scenes in Act 
III is that of the Kingdom of 
the Shades, often performed 
independently. An intoxicated 
Solor finds himself among the 
Shades: A sequence of mythical 
creatures is emerging upstage in a 
monotonous succession, creating 
an impression of something 
magic and mysterious, of the 
other world, that of the Shades. 
The dancing ensemble in the 
Kingdom of the Shades is outside 
the purview of words: it unrolls 
slowly onstage depending on time 
and space alone, a visualisation 
of music and architecture. This 
mood is successfully achieved 

Galina Kalcheva’s yet another 
achievement as Gamzatti. Here 
again she builds the character 
of the Rajah’s imperious and 
haughty daughter with confidence 
and her habitual ballet technique. 
The emblematic Pantomime scene 
(true to the author) between the 
two female characters and Nikiya’s 
attempt to stab Gamzatti to death 
are rendered very artistically, 
precisely and masterly. The 
struggle for spiritual supremacy is 
in the air all around, capturing the 
audience’s attention.

The Dance of the Indians, with its 
exuberant dynamism and artistry 
is also worth all the praise. Both 
in this dance and in the role of 
Magedaveya, Ognian Ivanov 
impresses with his industriousness 
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Dance Art, Sofia; presently, soloist 
of Skopje Opera House) could be 
more convincing in his actorly 
building of the character.

As is the case with any 
production, this one is also not 
faultless due at times to fatigue 
or inexperience, but this is, in my 
opinion, only natural in a process 
that never mars the artistic merits 
of La Bayadère.

Ivan Tokadjiev’s stage design 
is good enough and meant to 
be moved in on smaller stages 
regardless of the fact that La 
Bayadère is a rather large-scale 
ballet. The costumes by Tsvetanka 
Petkova–Stoinova, though opulent 
and fabulous, could have been a 
little bit more Indian, especially 
the accessories and the props.

A good point of the production 
is a nice feeling at the end stirred 
by an aesthetically rendered ballet 

by choreographer Vesa Tonova 
regardless of the smaller 
number of performers. Even the 
participation of the young ballet 
dancers from Pancho Vladigerov 
National School of Music and 
Stage Arts, Burgas comes as a 
pleasant surprise. Still, more work 
is required to perfect some of the 
classical elements and the general 
synchrony.

Soloists of Sofia Opera House are 
also involved in the production. I’d 
like to underscore the Golden Idol 
brilliantly rendered by Alexander 
Alexandrov in the Dance of the 
Golden Idol (he plays the same 
role in La Bayadère of Sofia Opera 
House). He made a very good 
showing.

Doichin Doichev as Solor dances 
technically and with easiness; 
still, the young ballet dancer (a 
graduate of the National School of 
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troupe that has ventured to put it 
on its stage, is judged. Praises for 
the ballet of Burgas Opera House!

[1] The programme quotes her 
as saying so.

show owing to Vesa Tonova’s 
good job. The staging of the piece 
in Burgas is an achievement in 
itself as La Bayadère belongs to 
the treasure trove of the classical 
repertoires of grand ballet 
companies with its scale, many 
soloists and incessant dances, 
being a touchstone by which ballet 
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Tilev Foundation.
His concert was occasioned 

by his participation in Il Piccolo 
Violino Magico, an international 
competition for young violinists 
aged 9 to 13, held in San Vito al 
Tagliamento, Italy. This year just 16 
young violinists have been selected 
to compete.

The young violinists joins various 
initiative launched by the Catholic 
cathedral and Focolare Movement 
(Work of Mary). One of those was 
the staging of a musical, Life, Love, 
Light, inspired by the life of a young 
girl, Chiara Luce Badano, who had 
a painful form of bone cancer and 
was beatified after her death. In the 
event, Yasen both played and sang. 
The musical was released on CD.

Parish priest Jaroslaw Babik 
opened the concert delivering a 
welcome address broaching the 
young violinist’s will to make his 
solo debut at the church on the eve 
of his birthday so as to thank the 
Creator for his God-given talent.

Young hopeful Yasen Stamenov 
gave his fist solo concert at the 
Catholic Cathedral of St Joseph, Sofia 
on 6 June 2018 with the exclusive 
participation of his tutor Evgeni 
Nikolov. His piano accompanist was 
Maria-Elena Sredeva.

Yasen Stamenov began taking 
lessons at the age of six to then 
study at Lubomir Pipkov National 
School of Music, Sofia. His tutors 
were Novislav Mikhailov and 
Verustinia Shtur-Ovcinnikova. He 
has been trained by his present 
tutor Evgeni Nikolov since autumn 
2017. Presently, he plays a violin by 
Anton Schuster, courtesy of Vlado 

THE SPIRIT OF THE CLASSICS STEEPED IN A 
BULGARIAN TALENT
Stavri Angelov

Violinist Yasen Stamenov makes a solo debut

MUSIC
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Yasen demonstrated convincingly 
in his preceding performance. 
Here he presented a lot of light, 
ethereal flageolets and phrases 
impregnated with overtones and 
emotions played on the lowest 
string.

What the next piece, Viotti’s 
Violin Concerto No 2, impressed 
with was the slower tempi as 
was with Mozart’s Concerto [1]. 
Yasen demonstrated his brilliant 
technique and exceptional 
musicality nonetheless. A striking 
moment here was the cadenza, 
which evinced both virtuosity and 
the magic of the violin, which could 
sound as a single instrument, but 
also create the impression of many 
people playing many violins.

The closing piece was a seemingly 
easy but very emotional Cantabile by 

The opening piece was a duet 
with his tutor Evgeni Nikolov, Part 
One of Concerto for Two Violins in 
D minor, BWV 1043, known as the 
‘’Bach Double’. It felt as if the adult 
experienced violinist appeared 
on the stage to pass the baton on 
to his student. The student, in his 
turn, should feel the helping hand 
lent at the beginning of this test. 
They sounded formidably together: 
the tutor’s certainty and experience 
combined with the student’s 
emotionality and enthusiasm.

Yasen continued alone with 
Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 2. His 
engrossed emotion-filled playing 
free from unnecessary showiness 
impressed.

The possibility to render the 
beauty of the Baroque period 
music was shown by Yasen in 
Vivaldi’s Winter concerto from The 
Four Seasons. Though the piece is 
very popular, the young violinist 
succeeded in showing his own 
attitude towards it, confirming the 
impression of concentration and 
virtuosity. His strong suit here were 
the fascinating musical phrases 
he coined to present them to the 
audience.

The programme continued 
with Sarasate’s Introduction and 
Tarantella, a piece requiring 
technical training and strongly 
expressed musicality, qualities that 
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slower tempi retain the relation 
to the respective period, while a 
more contemporary sound is due 
to the new instruments and the 
performers, of course.

Paganini that allowed the audience 
relishing the perfumer’s musicality 
and a nice savour at the end of the 
concert.

Apart from Evgeni Nikolov, he was 
greatly aided during the concert 
by piano accompanist Maria-Elena 
Sredeva, who made every effort for 
the piano texture to sound as an 
entire orchestra. That was the right 
choice for at the competition Yasen 
is going to play with an orchestra 
rather than a piano alone, which 
poses a real challenge to any young 
performer.

The general impression of the 
concert was an unexceptional 
easiness with which Yasen 
Stamenov copes with all technical 
difficulties in the repertoire, which 
is after all the challenge any 
concert performer ought to meet: 
their play should create a feeling of 
easiness, which to be conveyed to 
the audiences. Yasen Stamenov’s 
musicality, virtuosity and talent 
were no secret to any member of 
the audience, who all deep in their 
hearts hoped to listen to him again 
and again. May the Italian audiences 
share this experience so as he to 
convey the spirit of the classics 
steeped in a Bulgarian talent!

[1] It is disputable as to whether 
faster tempi render the works 
more ‘contemporary’ or not. In 
this particular case, however, 
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